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Mhs Homes

The Brief
Mhs Homes Display Installation Project – Broadside

MHS Homes are a housing association and registered charity providing affordable homes for people in 
Medway. They own and manage over 10,000 homes, making them the largest independent social landlord in 
the UK. They believe that everyone deserves a decent home.

They were looking to create an eye-catching and accessible digital display to promote their corporate 
messages, play news and keep their team updated. The brief was to use 4 55” TV screens, hooked up to each 
other to broadcast one image.

The Solution
NCS Technology supplied and fitted 4 Benq TVs 
with a controller and a PC. We also arranged and 
provided software training to members of Mhs 
Homes’ staff, so they could regularly update their 
display. The installed software has an easy to use 
interface, meaning updates are stress-free and 
easy to implement.

Benefits
Mhs Homes’ staff are now more up to date 
with corporate messages and events

The office has a modern, up-to-date feel

The software is easy to use and their team 
has been trained on how to use it effectively

The installation was quick and tidy, 
meaning the MHS team could carry on 
working while NCS was on-site

Affordable and quality technology installed

We used NCS as we have used them many times in the past and the 
engineers and staff always helpful, polite, knowledgeable and friendly. We 
had to get 3 quotes as it was a large project but we always hope NCS come 

in the best as we trust them and their workmanship. The engineers are 
second to none they leave the building tidier than when they start and all 

aspects of the install are tested and working before they leave. 100% I would 
recommend NCS to everyone. I recommended them to another employer of 

mine and now NCS are doing great things in the NHS. For all cabling, Wi-Fi 
and audio visual installs and planning NCS would be my first choice.

Adam Beadle - ICT Technical Support Analyst

If you are thinking about AV solutions for company 
messages and updates, get in touch for a no-obligation 

discussion on 01622 769692 or email us on
info@ncstechnology.co.uk
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